INTRODUCTION	JI
those whose opinion carries most weight - including Romilly and
Place - and the student of eighteenth-century annals of crime can
hardly fail to agree with Place that in proportion to the population
crimes had diminished.
As for the other count in the indictment of the age, the discontent
and spirit of revolution conspicuous between the end of the eighteenth
century and the collapse of the Chartist movement in 1848 were doubt-
less largely due to industrial conditions, but not, in London, to a
general worsening of those conditions. On the contrary, they are to be
found precisely among those sections of the working classes whose
position had improved.35 Place repeatedly says that the poorest and
least skilled labourers in the early nineteenth century were then in the
stage of social development of working-men as a whole forty or fifty
years before. Mayhew in the eighteen-fifties found that 'between the
skilled operative of the West End and the unskilled labourer, the moral
and intellectual development is so great that it seems as if we were in a
new land and among another race*. It is significant that he found the
artisans 'red-hot politicians* (of a Chartist colour) while the labourers
had * no political opinions whatever*, though on the whole * in favour of
the maintenance of things as they are*. He found a marked contrast
between the radical tailors and the coal-heavers, who were proud of
having turned out to a man as special constables on the day of the great
Chartist demonstration in 1848. In 1825 the nature of the change in the
London artisan had dawned upon the Edinburgh Review*.
People are aware of these combinations and hear of mischievous tracts widely
disseminated, and they compare the careless, vacant, uninquiring clown of
fifty years ago, with the busy, restless politician of the present day. They
think the change is for the worse, and they impute this change to education.
Conditions in London, in the bad years which followed the peace of
1815, as in the eighteenth century, were exceptional. London to a great
extent escaped both the torrent of pauperization which deluged the
greater part of agricultural England, and the catastrophic fall in wages
which occurred in many places. The workhouse was used as a test of
destitution and the more or less permanent organization of paid officials
and boards of Directors and Guardians of the poor showed its value.56
The transition from war to peace undoubtedly brought much misery

